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Sequential

Compulsory Subject  Elective Subject
NOTE: The Capabilities Pathway subjects are cross, intra and multidisciplinary. They are thematic, rather than content driven, industry focused, solutions based and underpinned by student agency (learning through activities that are meaningful and relevant to learners, driven by their interests, and often self-initiated with appropriate guidance from teachers). Student agency gives students voice and often, choice, in how they learn.
SAASTA CURRICULUM PATHWAY

YEAR 10

SACE STAGE 1
ABORIGINAL STUDIES
Aboriginal Power Cup
(Integrated Learning
(10 credits)

SACE STAGE 1
CROSS DISCIPLINARY
STUDIES
SAASTA Shield
(Integrated Learning
(10 credits)

SACE STAGE 1
INTEGRATED
LEARNING
Aboriginal Power Cup
(10 credits)

SACE STAGE 1
SCIENTIFIC STUDIES
SAASTA Shield
(10 credits)

SACE STAGE 2
INTEGRATED LEARNING
Development of Personal
& Physical Performance
(20 credits)

SAASTA ACADEMY VET CERTIFICATES

VET OPTIONS SPECIAL ACADEMY FOCUS Y10-12 ENTRY POINT
(Trial required)

- Certificate III Fitness (Basketball, Netball, Soccer, AFL Focus)
- Certificate III Sport & Recreation (Basketball, Netball, Soccer, AFL Focus)
- Certificate III Hospitality
Visual Arts—Art and Visual Arts—Design.

Precluded combinations, can’t do both Art and Design if you wish to gain an ATAR.
ENGLISH

YEAR 8

ENGLISH

OR

ESSENTIAL ENGLISH

OR

ENGLISH LITERACY (SUPPORT) (One Plan)

ENGLISH

OR

ESSENTIAL ENGLISH

OR

ENGLISH LITERACY (SUPPORT) (One Plan)

YEAR 9

ENGLISH

ENGLISH ACCELERATED

YEAR 10

STAGE 1

ENGLISH LITERARY STUDIES (20 Credits)

OR

ENGLISH (20 Credits)

STAGE 2

ENGLISH LITERARY STUDIES (20 Credits)

ENGLISH (20 Credits)

(One Plan)

(One Plan)

(One Plan)

(One Plan)
HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION

YEAR 8
- HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION Full Year (Compulsory)
- HPE SPECIAL FOCUS TOUCH FOOTBALL Full Year
- HPE SPECIAL FOCUS GIRLS AFL Full Year

YEAR 9
- HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION Semester (Compulsory)
- HPE SPECIAL FOCUS TOUCH FOOTBALL Semester

YEAR 10
- HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION (Sport Focus) Semester (Compulsory)
- HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION (Lifestyle Focus) Semester (Compulsory)
- PHYSICAL EDUCATION Semester
- HEALTH (Female Focus)
- HEALTH (Male Focus)
- YEAR 10/11 SPECIAL FOCUS TOUCH FOOTBALL Semester (10 credits - SACE)

STAGE 1
- PHYSICAL EDUCATION A Semester 1 (10 credits)
- PHYSICAL EDUCATION B Semester 2 (10 credits)
- OUTDOOR EDUCATION A Semester 1 (10 credits)
- OUTDOOR EDUCATION B Semester 2 (10 credits)
- SPORTS STUDIES A Semester 1 (10 credits) (Integrated Learning)
- SPORTS STUDIES B Semester 2 (10 credits) (Integrated Learning)
- HEALTH Semester (10 credits)

STAGE 2
- PHYSICAL EDUCATION (20 credits)
- OUTDOOR EDUCATION (20 credits)
- SPORTS STUDIES (Integrated Learning) (20 credits)
  NOTE: Students can undertake only one Integrated Learning subject if they want an ATAR. For SACE only, can undertake more than one.
- HEALTH (20 credits)
- CERTIFICATE III FITNESS (VET) (up to 60 credits)
  YEAR 11/12
  NOTE: Students completing the FULL Certificate can use it towards 20 credits for their ATAR. Partial completion can count towards SACE Stage 1 or 2 credits.
MATHEMATICS

YEAR 8

MATHEMATICS

NUMERACY (One Plan)

YEAR 9

MATHEMATICS

PRE - MATHEMATICAL METHODS

PRE - GENERAL MATHEMATICS

PRE - NUMERACY

NUMERACY (10 credits)
Stage 1 (No pathway to Stage 2)

YEAR 10

NUMERACY (One Plan) (10 credits)
Stage 1 (No pathway to Stage 2)

STAGE 1

SEMESTER 1

SPECIALIST MATHEMATICS (10 credits)

MATHEMATICAL METHODS A & B Sem 1 (30 credits) C Sem 2

GENERAL MATHEMATICS (20 credits)

NUMERACY (20 credits)
(No pathway to Stage 2)

SEMESTER 2

VOCATIONAL MATHEMATICS (10 credits)
(No pathway to Stage 2)

STAGE 2

SPECIALIST MATHEMATICS (20 credits)

MATHEMATICAL METHODS (20 credits)

GENERAL MATHEMATICS (20 credits)

ESSENTIAL MATHEMATICS (20 credits)

NUMERACY (10 credits)
(No pathway to Stage 2)

Note: Stage 1 Numeracy is compulsory (10 credits)
At Stage 1 in Physics & Chemistry, students MUST undertake a full year to progress to Stage 2 (with a minimum of a B grade).

At Stage 1 in Psychology and Biology, it is advised that students undertake 2 semesters to progress to Stage 2.

NOTE: Students can undertake only one Integrated Learning subject if they want an ATAR. For SACE only, can undertake more than one.
Note: Must select one Semester of any TECHNOLOGIES but can select more than one
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION & TRAINING (VET) PATHWAYS

YEAR 10

PERSONAL LEARNING PLAN (PLP)

STAGE 1

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION & TRAINING PROGRAMS

NEVO COURSES AND EXTERNAL COURSES
http://www.nevo.sa.edu.au/

SITE BASED
CERTIFICATE I CONSTRUCTION (GLEESON)
CERTIFICATE II ELECTRONICS (GGHS - Stage 2 credits)
CERTIFICATE II FOOD PROCESSING CAFÉ BARISTA
CERTIFICATE II KITCHEN OPERATIONS (PEDARE)
CERTIFICATE III FITNESS (GGHS - Stage 2 credits)
CERTIFICATE III MICRO BUSINESS (PEDARE)
CERTIFICATE III HOSPITALITY (One*)
CERTIFICATE III INDIVIDUAL SUPPORT (One*)
CERTIFICATE III SPORT & RECREATION (One*)
CERTIFICATE III IT & DIGITAL MEDIA (One*) (CYBERSECURITY)

*** See One+ Information ***

Self Directed Community Learning
10/20 Credits

SBA
(SCHOOL BASED APPRENTICESHIPS)

STAGE 2

STAGE 2 COURSES
including VET Certificate courses, internal and/or external

WORKPLACE PRACTICES
(20 credits)

SACE STAGE 2

VOCATIONAL PATHWAYS & ENTREPRENEURSHIP
(Integrated Learning)
(20 credits)

NOTE: Students can undertake only one Integrated Learning subject if they want an ATAR. For SACE only, can undertake more than one.

SITE BASED
CERTIFICATE II ELECTRONICS (GGHS - Stage 2 credits)
CERTIFICATE III FITNESS (GGHS - Stage 2 credits)
CERTIFICATE III MICRO BUSINESS (PEDARE)
CERTIFICATE III HOSPITALITY (One*)
CERTIFICATE III INDIVIDUAL SUPPORT (One*)
CERTIFICATE III SPORT & RECREATION (One*)
CERTIFICATE III IT & DIGITAL MEDIA (One*) (CYBERSECURITY)

STAGE 2 VOCATIONAL & SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP (Integrated Learning)
(20 credits)

NOTE: Students can undertake only one Integrated Learning subject if they want an ATAR. For SACE only, can undertake more than one.

NOTE:
VET Recognition Register

VET in SACE

NOTE: Full Completion of a Certificate III equates to Stage 2 Credits or 20 credits towards an ATAR. Please discuss with the VET Coordinator or the SACE Leader
**Please note**
This does not apply to Certificate III in Retail
### SPECIAL NEEDS
#### NEGOTIATED LEARNING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR 8</th>
<th>YEAR 9</th>
<th>YEAR 10</th>
<th>YEAR 11</th>
<th>YEAR 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| - Literacy  
- Essential Mathematics  
- Learning Centre Support |
| - Essential Literacy  
- Essential Mathematics  
- Options in all curriculum areas with modified / differentiated curriculum and assessment. |
| - Essential English literacy support  
- SACE Numeracy  
- All other subject choices in line with planned pathway. Curriculum modified / differentiated on individual need. |
| **SACE Stage 1**  
- Essential English  
- Research Project A or B  
- Workplace Learning Programs  
- Community Studies Stage 1 (Negotiated study topic & Assessment Plan).  
- Recognition of Community Learning  
- All other subject choices in line with planned pathway.  
- Self Directed Community Learning |
| SACE Stage 2  
- Workplace Practices  
- Recognition of Community Learning  
- Access to all subjects as required |

- Incl. into all curriculum areas with modified / differentiated curriculum and assessment.
- One Plan  
  - Learning Centre Support  
  - One Plan

#### Pathways Planning for:
- SACE Completion  
- Learning Centre Support  
- One Plan

#### Further Training options:
- Vocational Education & Training  
- Supported Employment Agencies  
- Modified SACE

#### Further Training options:
- Vocational Education & Training  
- External course providers  
- Supported Employment Agencies

---

**NATIONAL DISABILITY INSURANCE SCHEME**  
NDIS link: [https://www.ndis.gov.au/](https://www.ndis.gov.au/)